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Einstein’s world of subatomic reality is about the extinction of all life on earth in obedience 
to his mechanistic universal thermodynamic heat death law. That law is now obsolete. It has 
been proven that the destructive actions of his mechanistic reality era are now complying  
with Newton’s 3rd Law of equal and opposite reaction to bring into existence a new 
subatomic creative realty to balance the destructive subatomic actions of its predecessor’s era 
actions.  

Prevailing tribal science upholding Einstein’s world-view cannot reason about this because it 
grew up with the idea that Newton argued that the mass of objects in space was the cause of 
gravitational forces. He completely renounced this idea in his 28th Query Discussions when 
he wrote that gravitational force was a non-mechanistic force belonging to Plato’s human 
survival Science-Art to balance the forces of nature evolving consciousness to infinity. 

The idea of a universal biological mathematical function evolving to infinity was far beyond 
Einstein’s world-view. His subatomic understanding was based upon his mechanistic 
comprehension of the Science-Art of war, which demanded the extinction of all life on earth 
in obedience to his 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. Newton in his time simply realised that 
Plato’s biological balancing counterpart to mechanistic reality belonged to the infinite 
electromagnetic mathematics invented by Anaxagoras for the benefit of global humanity.  
Newton’s logic was later to become the basis of the very short life of the Golden Age of 
Danish Science. During the 19th Century Its blueprint for world peace was a tribal science 
treason and had to be rewritten accordingly to allow the global economic system to prepare 
itself neurologically to finance two world wars in keeping with the then prevailing survival of 
the fittest law in nature. 

Einstein, locked into the Science-Art of war, had no option but to neurologically meld his 
intellect into helping to get an atomic bomb built before Nazi Germany did so. His brilliant 
neurological intellect became factually redundant when DNA showed that the human species 
dedicated to harming itself was suffering from a serious neurological medical disease, which 
incorrectly considered Newton’s gravitation force as being associated with a tribal extinction 
energy. 

Children all over the world have been taught that Isaac Newton held that the mass of objects 
in space first caused gravitational force. Many grew up with this childish information to 
become eminent scientists accepting that as being factual. They never realized that Newton, 
later in life, simply realised that Anaxagoras’ infinite fractal electromagnetic geometrical 
logic interacted with Plato’s human survival infinite worldview. Newton made it quite clear in 
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his 28th Query Discussions that scientists who did understand this were “pretentious 
philosophers.” However, that science for the benefit of global humanity had to be 
economically rewritten to uphold the tribal Science-Art of war rather than Plato’s Science-Art 
to balance the forces of nature being dedicated to the deities of health rather than the deities 
of war. 

In 1857 Louis Pasteur published that the life-force obeyed the ethics of Plato’s human 
survival Science-Art for the benefit of humanity. In 1905 Einstein published the very 
opposite. Einstein’s mechanistic symmetrical aspect of an electromagnetic field rotating 
clockwise governed his incorrect understanding of the evolutionary structure of subatomic 
reality. On the 21st of March, 2013, the European Planck Space Observatory recorded in 
detail that the 'First Light' created in the universe was asymmetrical, rotating anticlockwise. 
The Planck Observatory's findings suggested that "a perplexing asymmetry in relic radiation 
may point to new physics."   

In the 19th Century the neurological disposition for tribal economic science to prepare itself 
to finance two world wars was precise. It could not possibly allow that the new physics 
belonging to the Golden Age of Danish Science was for the benefit of the global human 
society and not for the benefit of warring human tribes. 

To scientists such as Einstein, Oppenheimer and Hitler’s top nuclear scientist, Heisenberg had 
no option but to prepare for subatomic warfare. To interfere with that research warranted 
immediate execution. In Plato’s description of such mathematicians who used their illusory 
non-electromagnetic subatomic geometry based upon a geometrical point having no breadth, 
width, nor depth were held prisoners within his Allegory of the Cave of shadowy illusions. In 
Thomas Sheehan’s conclusion of his translation of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave, the tribal 
urge of the imprisoned mathematicians to kill people trying to free them from their 
imprisonment of illusory reality was made quite obvious. 

The idea that the life-force was evolving to infinity in accord to Anaxagoras’ electromagnetic 
geometry was well understood by Newton and this became the basis of Buckminster Fuller’s 
famous book about our future well-being “Utopia or Oblivion.” 

In 1972 as Director of the Environment Division of the Western Australian Academy of Art I 
was awarded a State Government scholarship to research my conviction that Buckminster 
Fuller in his book Utopia or Oblivion had plagiarized Plato’s Science-Art research. In 1987, 
Professor Amy C Edmondson published an online book The Fuller Explanation-The 
Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller. In Chapter 4. (Tools of Trade subtitled Plato’s 
Discovery, page 37), Edmondson gently chastised Fuller for plagiarizing Plato’s synergistic 
universe research. 

This is a serious medical neurological science matter. Nature cannot tolerate our diseased 
subatomic neurological compulsion to obey Einstein’s law sentencing all life on earth to 
extinction when in fact it is evolving towards infinity using the properties of light moving 
away from the dark abyss of chaos. People in general have no idea whatsoever that Newton 
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carried out his colour wheel experiments to successfully discover the functioning of 
subatomic colour particle reality evolving Plato’s human survival Science-Art to infinity.  

Plato established his medical research institute, The Academy, 45 years after the Great Plague 
of Athens collapsed Athenian economic power during its war against fellow Greek Spartans. 
Its purpose was to develop an antidote to the social disease that nullified attempts to develop 
human democracy. He argued that mathematicians using a non-electromagnetic geometry in 
which a geometrical point has no breadth, width, nor depth were imprisoned within a cave of 
illusory shadows preventing them access to infinite logic. He was describing the very basis of 
our present day diseased medical understanding of neurological subatomic science and 
technology dedicated to the worshipful destruction of our species. 

In 1989 the Thalian Mental Heath Organization in America promoted my Science-Art 
Research Centre of Australia’s book stating that Einstein’s mathematical predecessor, Rene 
Descartes, was a psychopath who had seriously contaminated medical science. In 1994, the 
Nobel Laureate in Neurological Medicine, David Hubel, endorsed this same finding by the 
neurologist Antonio Damasio in his book Descartes' Error-Emotion, Reason and the Human 
Brain. Damasio diagnosed the world-famous mathematician, Descartes, as having an unstable 
psychopathic mentality bringing great harm to the medical science.  

This diseased aspect of tribal medical science interacts neurologically with global tribal 
physics inducing in its wake global chaos pandemics. These will multiply in order to allow 
compliance with Newton’s 3rd Law of equal and opposite subatomic movement reality to 
simply evolve into a creative era away from its destructive era. We will pay a horrific price 
unless we address this issue positively as soon as is possible. 

Norbert Wiener, the father of cybernetic warfare, later rejected it as being more dangerous 
than all out nuclear warfare. Together with the Nobel Laureate in Medicine, Albert Szent-
Györgyi, co-founder of the American Cancer Research Foundation, pioneered the 
electromagnetic relationship between electrons, atoms, and molecules associated with Plato’s 
research on the evolution of consciousness. They argued that the prevailing electromagnetic 
cybernetic dysfunctional information system must be replaced by Plato’s human survival 
cybernetic logic. 

Descartes simply stated “I think therefore I am” lacking the neurological feelings upholding 
Plato’s human survival Science-Art to balance the forces of nature. The neurological 
acceptance of medical science to accept Descartes’ diseased state of mind extends to its 
complete ignorance that Newton’s colour wheel experiments led to his subatomic colour 
particles force’s movement greatly advancing Plato’s human survival Science-Art to balance 
the forces of nature. Plato made it quite clear to students attending his Academy that his 
electromagnetic ethical Science-Art geometry provided human survival messages within 
holographic images hidden within a flat plane geometrical surface.  

Carme Ruiz González, Senior Curator, Fundació Gala-Salvador Dalí in her paper, Salvador 
Dali and Science - Beyond a mere curiosity, published in 2010, refers to Dali's academic 
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interests "lay in the world of Plato's mathematics and optics". During the 20th Century Dali 
Holographic Art Museums needed two paintings to construct a somewhat vague equal but 
opposite holographic image of Plato’s human survival electromagnetic holographic messages 
upon a flat canvas surface. My Science-Art Research Centre in Australia went on to prove 
that Newton’s subatomic colour particle reality undoubtedly existed and was complying with 
Plato’s human survival Science-Art. This is the crucial neurological medical key needed to 
ensure global humanity’s future well-being. 

Kant and Levinas as principle intellects of the lost Golden Age of Danish Science correctly 
predicted that Anaxagoras’ asymmetric electromagnetic field was evolving ethical artistic 
consciousness within the artistic mind, which was a stroke of genius. All that is needed now 
to clearly see Newton’s subatomic colour particle force field movement alongside Plato’s 
human survival holographic geometrical images is to view holographic paintings through 
asymmetric electromagnetic glasses. Furthermore, the ability to scientifically anticipate this 
absolutely crucial complex electromagnetic geometrical process is not at all difficult to 
validate. Georg Cantor, acclaimed to be one of the greatest geometrists in history, made this 
crystal clear. 

Cantor’s statement that science is “a form of myopia that destroys the possibility of seeing 
the actual infinite” which “occurs all around us and even inhabits our minds” (Infinity and the 
Mind, 1995 by Rudy Rucker) is considered to be of fundamental importance. Cantor’s 
conviction that science is infected by a visual disorder associated with geometrical reality is 
basic to the development of a new neurological medical science. The Nobel Laureate 
physicist, David Hilbert, defended Cantor in his argument with Einstein that the prevailing 
science’s mechanistic concept of infinite reality was neurologically unbalanced. This subject 
became a volatile medical issue as is my appointment listed in 1990 as President of 
Neurological Cancer Research at the Institute for Basic Research in America being associated 
with my Directorship of the Science-Art Research Centre of Australia.  

Einstein wrote that only mechanistic subatomic particles were able to curve space-time. By 
using Kant and Levinas’ asymmetric electromagnetic viewing glasses to observe Newton’s 
subatomic colour particle force-field, curvature movement completely collapses Einstein’s 
world-view of reality. Newton’s subatomic colour particles making up a macroscopic reality 
showing subatomic movement curvature through holographic space-time can simply be seen 
by the hoodwinked general public to exist.  

Einstein only allowed mechanistic subatomic particles to have that property. Curved 
holographic biological images transversing Plato’s human survival messages hidden within a 
multidimensional holographic background can be viewed by the general public. It will 
provide indisputable evidence that the once essential economic need of tribal science to 
develop weapons of mass destruction must now comply with Newton’s 3rd Law of subatomic 
motion following the collapse of Einstein’s self destructive behavioural dictum. 

In association with  the collapse of Einstein’s worldview of reality in December, 2020, I was 
internationally recognised throughout the world for resolving the Heisenberg uncertainty 
principle. This was achieved by visually proving that subatomic movement could be seen to 
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exist alongside Plato’s holographic electromagnetic images. Einstein, Oppenheimer and 
Heisenberg had absolutely no idea that the subatomic science for the tribal era of destructive  
actions must comply with Newton’s 3rd law of equal and opposite creative era law. Newton’s 
subatomic infinite universal colour dynamics in association with Plato’s human survival 
Science-Art to balance the forces of nature simply belongs to a new creative era dedicated to 
the well-being of global humanity not to our present worship of Einstein’s yesteryear’s 
destructive law demanding the extinction of all life on earth.   

In 1979 UNESCO appointed me as a Special Science-Art Delegate to the 1979 Marcel 
Grossman Meeting on Einstein’s General Relativity at the International Centre for 
Theoretical Physics in Trieste. This allowed China’s highest awarded physicist, Professor 
Kun Huang, the Head of China’s physics team at the conference to discuss with me about 
his joint publication with Einstein’s protege, Max Born, in their paper Dynamical 
Theory of Lattice Vibrations. The paper was critical of Einstein’s refusal to allow the life-
force to move toward infinity. In 1978 the Science-Unit of Australian National Television had 
documented my same criticism into their documentary series The Scientists- Profiles of 
Discovery. My life’s work was recorded alongside of seven world famous scientists with my 
section entitled Pope the Catalyst. 

Being a human catalyst is no great achievement, it only allows a strong intuition to speed up 
scientific progress while remaining a victim of coping with various misconceptions 
associated with a limited scientific vocabulary. The Centre’s emotional involvement in Plato’s 
human survival Science-Art concerning Newton’s electromagnetic exploration into the 
subatomic colour particle is a form of extrasensory perception lacking an insight into the 
development of its crucial practical reality.  

Our Science-Art Centre’s optical scientist, Mark L Moody, recently received a Recognition 
Award from the International Academy MAQ IAMAQ Movimento Arte Quantistica Milano 
Italy endorsed by a scientific Division of the Republic of Italy. His outstanding research using 
high-tech equipment greatly amplifying the holographic significance of white light properties 
are described as “The findings here make a clear connection that this information transfer is a 
fundamental process that governs all aspects of our universe.” His discoveries about Plato’s 
futuristic human survival Science-Art are absolutely incredible, outlining a new ethical 
science and technology in a precise scientific language. 

Obviously, as Plato and Newton pointed out, if the life-force is evolving consciousness to 
infinity then nature will not allow humanity to exterminate it. Dr Timothy Morton of Rice 
University in Texas, in his book, Art in the Age of Asymmetry, points out that Plato 
"imagines artistic inspiration as an electromagnetic field" in which unethical symmetrical 
mathematical information, capable of inducing disease, functions as a "demonising of 
art". Professor Sabine Hossenfelder, is a researcher into quantum gravity and modifications to 
the General Theory of Relativity at the Frankfurt Institute of Advanced Studies. Her June 
2018 article entitled Lost in Math: How [mechanistic] Beauty Leads Physics Astray, 
published in the international journal of science, Nature, describes the ugliness of physics 
as being further contaminated with "an unnatural [mechanistic] compulsion to develop 
supersymmetry to keep Einstein's illusion alive”. She asserted that in modern science "we are 
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losing our way in a mathematical jungle, however beautiful.” 

 

‘Moody’s Infinitum’ A holographic Oil Painting on Canvas by Robert Pope 
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